Bridge of the Month No38, Jan 2014
Eastcott Bridge Tetcott

The most serious news this month
And for many months.
Is that piers are not as stable as I thought. The mechanism described in my paper at
http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/content/article/10.1680/bren.11.00032
says that the stabilising force is controlled by bending action between the two arch crowns. This in turn is controlled
by elastic behaviour of the masonry over the full length of the viaduct. The diagonal between intrados at one crown
and extrados at the next is not much longer than the horizontal distance between crowns so the wedging action is
very limited.
I am working on the implications and will try to get more details out within the month.
The seminar in Hertford had to be postponed for lack of interest. That leaves three customers waiting for revised
dates and places. Two of those were planning to travel from Scotland so perhaps I need to go there. Will try to sort
that out too. I suspect that the Hertford event will have to be moved to London to make it accessible.
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I was reminded last week that I have never done a BoM on the little bridge at Tetcott in North
West Devon. It was a fascinating job, made all the better by having some great people to work with.
Mike Dart, the farmer was central. Various people at Natural England but particularly Rob Dixon had
a hand in providing funding. The pivotal work input from South West Highways was invaluable. That
was managed by Steve Guilbert. They were brought in through the good offices of Kevin Dentith at
Devon County Council.
Eastcott wood is visible on google maps (http://goo.gl/maps/FyaJj) but the bridge itself is hidden in the
trees. It sits in the corner between the wood and the river, just to the south of the wood. The river
is the Tamar, here in its upper reaches and quite volatile. The area is a haven for wildlife, there are
not many bridge jobs where you can encounter an otter in your daily work.
The bridge began in what we can only describe as a parlous state. It is privately owned and had been
long neglected by the estate. Generations of farmers had made makeshift repairs to the worst of the
damage but entropy was winning, without a doubt.

Figure 1 View from Upstream

Figure 2 Downstream

Note, amongst other things, that the upstream cutwater is so high.
There has been a bridge here for a long time. The first major expense recorded was 1842 but it was
not enough to build from scratch so perhaps this was originally a 2 span wooden bridge on a central
pier.
Even at the scale of these photographs, some damage is visible. Note for example the many concrete
patches in the lower levels of the pier and abutments. The damage done by untended vegetation is of
particular interest to me.

Figure 3 Pier damage caused by tree roots

Figure 4 Upstream cutwater with massive collection of trees after flood

Figure 5 Upstream end of side arch abutment breaking up

Figure 6 Damage progressing under wing walls

Figure 7 And through the arch

Figure 8 Damage to Wing wall, downstream, west bank

Figure 9 Small trees, serious damage

Figure 10 Must have been a huge void at some time

Figure 11 Upstream west bank shows critical damage

Figure 12 Causing loss of support to the arch

Figure 13 Mortar loss in arch

Figure 14 Crack in spandrel an parapet above East springing

Figure 15 Worst damage in the West span

This is the point of maximum concern. The picture is taken with a very wide angle lens, 14mm on a
full frame 35mm camera. The result takes in the West abutment and beyond the crown to about the
mid-river third point from B to C, the mortar is almost entirely gone and there is some loss of
stone. In the moss covered area the mortar is sound and apparently complete, as it is at the crown.
This suggest to me that water is penetrating from above and coming through preferentially at the
point where the arch extrados meets a solid backing. There is similar loss of mortar at the other
quarter point just out of the top of the picture.

The real alarm is the crack that runs from top right of the picture, through the crown and the open
zone. Closer inspection shows that it then continues through mortar and stone to the edge of the
support at the abutment.
In the other direction there is a crack down to and partly through the pier. Like the abutment, the
pier is missing support over a considerable width. I took the view that the whole section was
inadequately supported.

Figure 16 Here you can see the crack through the stones in the ring

We therefore set about designing a simple frame to redirect the thrust at the west end and it was
installed before any other work was permitted. The frame was designed to be fitted without going
under the bridge and applied a clamping force of 10 tonnes to the side of the ring, thus turning the
thrust through 45 degrees.

Figure 17 Soldier being lowered in after fixing at the top

Figure 18 Bottom tie lifted in.

Figure 19 Stressing at the top

I will not make the claim that it worked. It was no more than a precaution. Interesting, though, some
months later to be introduced to the work of the French engineer Pitrou who published a drawing
of a very similar treatment undertaken in the early 18thC.

Figure 20 Pitrou’s clamp for the bridge at Orleans

Figure 21 Joinery details, things of beauty

And so to treatment. A team of divers packed beneath the pier with bags of concrete and rebuilt the
corner of the abutment. Unfortunately, they didn’t do it well. Once South West Highways started
work themselves, progress and the quality of the work were impressive.
They partially dammed the river with dumpy bags containing local fill.

Figure 22 River bed rock exposed in coffer dam

Figure 23 The scale of the original void under the pier is visible here

Once the under water work was done, the bridge could be scaffolded and the masonry team got to
work patching and repointing.

It was, of course, a wet summer.

The finished bridge had a new surface laid over puddle clay between two layers of geofabric.
A drain was made at the upstream end to reduce water inflow.

With all the vegetation removed and the whole structure repointed. There are many years of life left
for this old bridge.

